JALEO TO OPEN AT THE ROYAL ATLANTIS RESORT & RESIDENCES IN 2019

Michelin-starred Chef Andrés to bring the popular tapas restaurant to the luxury resort
DUBAI, United Arab Emirates – The Royal Atlantis Resort & Residences and José Andrés’ ThinkFoodGroup
are thrilled to announce that the popular Jaleo concept will launch at the destination property in 2019.
Since its debut in Washington, D.C.'s Penn Quarter in 1993, Jaleo has evolved to represent modern Spain
at every moment, with locations in Washington, DC; Bethesda, Maryland; Arlington, Virginia; Las Vegas;
Mexico City and, in Fall 2018, in Disney Springs, FL.
Imagined through the creative lens of Chef José Andrés and his team, Jaleo showcases the flavors of Spain,
highlighting the rich regional diversity of Spanish cuisine. Having earned Michelin’s Bib Gourmand
distinctions in both the Washington, D.C. 2017 and 2018 guides, as well as recurring inclusion in the
Washington Post’s Dining Guide and Washingtonian’s 100 Best Restaurants, Jaleo celebrates the
traditional as well as the cutting edge in a festive, stylish and casual atmosphere.
“I am thrilled to be bringing Jaleo to The Royal Atlantis Resort & Residences in Dubai – our first restaurant
in the United Arab Emirates, and an incredible and majestic destination! Guests will able to experience
Jaleo like they never have before!” commented Andrés.
At Jaleo, plates are designed to be shared. The menu features the best authentically Spanish and local
ingredients, simply prepared, and designed to be enjoyed with good friends and conversation. The
restaurant will feature its award-winning assortment of signature tapas, traditional small plates of Spain,
savory paellas, as well as a wide selection of the finest Spanish cheeses. Guests will always find
something unique and exciting – a mixture of tradition and whimsy in one bite!

Serge Zaalof, Chief Operating Officer for Atlantis Resorts & Residences comments, “With a shared vision
for culinary excellence, we see great synergy between The Royal Atlantis and José Andrés. As one of the
most influential chefs in the world, we have no doubt that the arrival of his authentic and celebrated

Spanish concept will be another great addition to the culinary offering at our property. Working closely
with valued partners such as ThinkFoodGroup to create truly unique dining experiences, The Royal Atlantis
is set to deliver an eclectic mix of culinary experiences unrivalled anywhere in the world.”
Named as one of Time’s “100 Most Influential People” in both 2012 and 2018 and “Outstanding Chef” by
the James Beard Foundation, José Andrés is an internationally-recognized culinary innovator, author,
educator, television personality, humanitarian and chef/owner of ThinkFoodGroup. A pioneer of Spanish
tapas in the United States, he is known for his avant-garde cuisine and his award-winning group of 31
restaurants throughout the country and beyond. His innovative minibar by José Andrés earned two
Michelin stars in both 2017 and 2018 guides. Andrés’ work has earned numerous awards including the
2015 National Humanities Medal, one of 12 distinguished recipients of the award from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
The Royal Atlantis Resort & Residences will deliver sky high guest rooms and homes with architectural and
design masterpieces that have never been seen before, conceived by the world’s leading architects,
designers and artists. With the contemporary living and hotel spaces offering uninterrupted views of the
ocean and the Dubai city skyline, residents and guests will also be able to enjoy a variety of unique
amenities including, soaring private gardens and terraces with their own pools. The resort and residences
will feature over 90 swimming pools including an awe-inspiring rooftop infinity pool suspended 90 meters
above The Palm, relaxing private beaches and world-class restaurants with award-winning celebrity chefs.
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Notes to Editors
About Jaleo & Chef José Andrés
Named as one of Time Magazine’s “100 Most Influential People” in both 2012 and 2018, and “Outstanding Chef”
and “Humanitarian of the Year” by the James Beard Foundation, Andrés is an internationally-recognized culinary
innovator, author, educator, television personality, humanitarian and chef/owner of ThinkFoodGroup. Andrés’
restaurant group includes 31 restaurants, ranging in a variety of culinary experiences from food trucks to his multilocation vegetable-focused fast casual, Beefsteak, and world-class tasting menus like Michelin starred minibar by
José Andrés. Andrés is the only chef globally that has both a two-star Michelin restaurant and four Bib Gourmands.
Since its debut in Washington, DC's Penn Quarter in 1993, Jaleo has evolved to represent modern Spain at every
moment. Jaleo’s DC location additionally earned the Bib Gourmand distinction in Washington, DC’s 2017 and 2018
Michelin guides. Jaleo is located in Washington, DC; Bethesda, Maryland; Arlington, Virginia; Las Vegas; Mexico
City and will debut at Disney Springs in Orlando, Florida in 2018. For more information, visit www.Jaleo.com
Chef José Andrés headshot, photo credit Ryan Forbes:
http://www.joseandres.com/media/media/download/196[joseandres.com]
About The Royal Atlantis Resort & Residences
The Royal Atlantis Resort & Residences are redefining the concept of international luxury living. Located on the
crescent of The Palm, next to the iconic Atlantis, The Palm resort, The Royal Atlantis will deliver sky high homes
with architectural and design masterpieces that have never been seen before, conceived by the world’s leading
architects, designers and artists. With the contemporary living spaces offering uninterrupted views of the ocean
and the Dubai city skyline, residents will also be able to enjoy a variety of unique amenities including, soaring
private gardens with their own pools, an awe-inspiring rooftop infinity pool suspended 90 metres above The Palm,
relaxing private beaches and world-class restaurants with award-winning celebrity chefs.

